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Thank you, Sherrie Beyer, Augusta, Wisconsin, for the
lovely photo we are using in our header this month!!
While this newsletter is mainly about our equine friends,
sometimes other critters touch our hearts equally as much
as our equine pals and are noteworthy. We would like to
extend our condolences to Nancy Bergman, Whitehall,
Wisconsin, one of our Heritage Society advisors, on the
loss of her Border Collie, Bonnie. I had the privilege of
knowing Bonnie for the 15 years Nancy had her. Bouncing
Bonnie, the Wonder Dog would clear any wildlife off the
trails we rode including turkeys and deer that could spook
the horses if she wasn’t along to herd them out of our path.
If she couldn’t find any real wildlife, she would bark at the
phantom squirrels in the trees. Bonnie was always on duty
during trail rides and she put on many, many miles.
Bonnie and Nancy’s horse, Salty, liked to play chase back
and forth and it was fun to watch them. Bonnie also tried
to herd Nancy’s ducks and that was a hoot because the
ducks didn’t want to be herded and we could see Bonnie’s
growing frustration at the ducks like she was saying “why
don’t these dumb ducks GET IT??”
Bonnie will be sadly missed.

Bon Bon

From Bob Long, Fayetteville, Tennessee via
Email:
“Our next Bullet ride will be held at the Circle E
(www.circleeguestranch.com) or call 931-962-1790. This
fall ride is named in honor of Leon’s Buds Sterling Bullet.
We would love to have any and all folks interested in
Heritage Horses join us September 18 and 19!! Leon says
you don’t have to own or ride a Bullet horse to join us, all
are welcome!”

Ebony’s Royal Salty and Bonnie playing tag

Leon Oliver on one of his Bullet daughters, Ostella
Diamond Crystal

RIP #650850
by Franne Brandon, Petersburg, Tennessee
I grew up in the small Tennessee town from which the
mare Lillie White walked to the 1939 and 1940 Mare
World Championships. My father’s older sister married the
brother of Lillie’s trainer. As a result, Daddy was well
acquainted with the top show horses that were in training
at D.H. Brock’s stables in the thirties. He would
occasionally tell me about these horses as he took our
family to Saturday night walking horse shows in the late
sixties. As I fell in love with the breed and studied its
history in my treasured copy of Ben Green’s Biography of
the Tennessee Walking Horse, I wondered why none of the
horses competing in the pleasure classes at these small
shows walked. I was not exactly sure what a pleasure horse
walk looked like, but nothing I saw ridden when still living
in my hometown had any head nod, not to mention
overstride or the timing that vaguely resembled what the
show walkers did. The flatshod horses that I saw all
appeared to be doing what my dad called a singlefoot, or a
flat-out speed rack.
When I went to MTSU in Murfreesboro to study to be a
teacher, I continued to look for horses – any horses –
capable of moving at flatshod running walks like those
show walkers from the thirties that Daddy had described.
One September, my friend and I actually saw a black
daughter of Sun’s Midnight Duke walking rather than
pacing at C.A. Bobo’s Sellebration Sale for yearlings. My
girlfriend bought the filly. I continued to search for horses
that could do this gait rather than pace, stepping pace, or
rack.
In 1972, I began attending George Peabody College in
Nashville as a graduate student in library science. One
night, a group of friends still back at MTSU arranged a
blind date with a friend of their friends. The movie and
dinner went OK, and he suggested that, since I liked
horses, I go with him the next afternoon to meet his. Really
tired of dorm rooms and dusty stacks at Vanderbilt’s
library, I readily agreed.
I don’t know what I expected when my date pulled the
stallion from his stall. I had certainly seen plenty of large
horses on pads, but this one was barefoot, and easily went
over 16 hands. When given the cue to move on the lunge
line, I realized what Daddy had seen over thirty years
before. This big sorrel circled his handler at a timed-up
walk. His head nodded in time with every deliberate
footfall. The rear legs slipped up under his huge body to
overstride about 30 inches. It was a walking horse that
really walked! I fell in love!
Rip had been bred by the Elrod Brothers of Murfreesboro.
He had been destined for the padded show ring, but an
accident on the ice as a long yearling resulted in a fence
cut which damaged the tendons in one rear leg. That was
how my future husband and his brother Bobby had
acquired half interest in the big horse. After Harry and I

were married, I persuaded them to do some posters for
local advertising and run an ad in the Voice. Neither
yielded results. Serious pleasure competition was still
several years in the future, and trail riding was in hiatus.
Breeders wanted black, pacy stallions by World Grand
Champions and out of mares by World Grand Champions.
Poor Rip was a lowly grandson of Midnight Sun whose
dam, as well as sire’s dam, were by Miller’s Wilson Allen,
a chestnut sire of some of the top flatshod show walkers in
the country before the padded horses became the show ring
stars. Rip’s second dam had been a daughter of Sam Allen.

Rip

Rip’s court consisted of the few mares that were owned by
Harry and me, along with those of Bobby and his wife
Linda. My first mare, formerly impossible to settle, raised
a filly by Rip that broke out into a beautiful walker with a
fast running walk and a lovely back end. Her dam had
been multi-gaited, but with no true flatwalk and no
overstride. Many of his fillies were quite elegant,
inheriting his slight dish profile along with very narrow
muzzles and hooked ears.
Rip was always a gentleman. Formerly afraid of stallions, I
learned to be comfortable in his presence. One Saturday,
Harry was working, and the stallion running with his
mares. Bobby drove up with a couple from Alaska
interested in the horse. He whistled the horse in, and the
herd came loping toward the barn area where we were
waiting to see them. I was standing on a huge cherry tree
root. Rip slowed a little as he curved around the tree, and I
jumped up and out to grab his halter. He could have jerked
my arm out of socket or smashed my 110 pounds into the
tree, but the minute my slight pressure hit the halter, he
froze. The Alaskans were quite impressed. I still do not
remember why he was in the field with a halter, as we
never turn our horses out wearing them.
Bobby’s wife Linda is a physical therapist, and he began
using various therapy techniques on the big stallions’
injured leg in an effort to bring him back to rideable
soundness. He was well broke, but would begin to limp if
ridden for more than half an hour. In 1977, the horse was
going sound for long rides in the hills of Lincoln County.
In April, the Fayetteville Early Bird show had added a
class for plantation horses for the first time. Those

involved asked Bobby and Linda to show two of theirs so
that enough interest in the class would guarantee its
inclusion in future years.
Because the judge for the show was the late Herman “Dot”
Warren, an older trainer who remembered the early days of
the breed, Harry and Bobby decided to show Rip at the
Early Bird show. He was certainly not the typical horse
that appeared in plantation classes at the time. Unloaded
from the trailer, he took up more space than most horses
on the ground. Head up and shaking boldly, he flatwalked
on the lunge line as the boys attempted to wear him down
a little before saddling up. Trainers in the trailer area
watched him move, looked down at his feet, and then
watched him move again. Some appeared mystified. The
inspector was not pleased with his initial studly behavior.
He sent the horse away, and after more work, the stallion
behaved for that gentleman.
Dot Warren did not judge the show that night. For reasons
unknown, he failed to appear, and judges were chosen by
lot to officiate for several classes in which they were not
competing. Seven horses answered the gate call for the
plantation class. Rip lived up to his nickname as The RipSnorter as he entered the ring that night, head up, nodding
deeply, teeth clacking, ears flopping. The running walk
was his best, smooth and nodding, pulling and pushing
with a three foot overstride that had him gliding around the
ring. He took both canter cues with ease. At the lineup,
Snort and his son Rusty pulled up side by side. A
gentleman in the boxes turned to Harry and me to ask “Is
that your stallion?” When Harry answered affirmatively,
the man just shook his head. “Good horse! He really
earned the blue in this class!”

circuit of the eighties. Our farm has one grand-daughter of
him at this time. While her style is not as bold nor longstriding, she walks the walk with elegance, as if knowing
she is bred to the gait. March of 2003 marks the fortieth
anniversary of the foaling of the Old Rip-Snorter. I
continue to wonder what impact he might have made on
the breed if his times had been different, or if his arrival
had been just ten years later.

Tanasi Gold, a Rip granddaughter

Rip got no ribbon that night. Rusty, not even shed off,
having performed anything but a running walk, placed
third. That was the beginning and end of Rip’s show
career. He was thirteen years old at the time, and it would
be another six or seven years judges in the Middle
Tennessee area learned to appreciate the simple fact that
plantation walking horse must nod if they are walking in
the show ring.
Three years later, Harry and I with our young son moved
from the farm near Murfreesboro to a smaller place in
Bedford County. The horses that moved with us were, with
one exception, sired by Rip. The pleasure horse market
was still depressed, and with me as a fulltime mom, we
had no time nor funds to raise foals. Rip had at this point
failed to respond to the therapy, which meant he was back
to breeding status only. Bobby had received an offer from
someone with a large court of mares that wanted his own
stallion. No one listened to my protest when they sold Rip
at Easter time in 1981.
Over the intervening twenty years and more, Rip remains
my standard of what a natural pleasure walker should do. I
have seen very few stallions ridden since then who remind
me of him in their way of going. Three that come to mind
are/ were Suzanne Most’s Stock’s Superstar, Kris
Quaintance’s Williams King, and the Aadland’s The Pride
Piper, all of which we saw compete on the new liteshod

Overstride’s Last Betty (Souvenir’s Rascal X Sugar
Parade, who was by Rip and out of Betty Chance by
Last Chance. ) is owned by Bill Nix of Cornersville,
Tennessee. The foal at her side, Overstride’s Red
Allen, is now a top trail gelding proudly ridden by
Tyler Pierce.

Our thanks to Marjorie Lacy, Canadian
Walking Horse News. This article first
appeared in the WHN in March/April 2003
and was reprinted with updating from Franne
Brandon in July 2009.

.

European Highlights from Sandra van den
Hof, Hechtel, Belgium

Walking through USA
We visited the US for
2.5 weeks traveling
through different
states: Minnesota,
Wisconsin, South
Dakota,
Wyoming and
Montana. The GPS
even took us to Iowa,
which was not the
plan. Next to our trip
to the Pryor
Mountains, I joined a
clinic with Liz
Graves and we planned a visit with fellow TWH Heritage
Society founder, Diane Sczepanski of Northern
Foundations Farm . When Diane offered me a
young Heritage mare in May, I did not hesitate at all and
bought her by the sight of the first blurry picture. I felt
Echo's Lady Bug Allen,aka , Beetle would be 'my' horse
and I was very curious to our first face to face meeting.
This stocky lady tried to hide herself behind her friend in
the pasture; that is how shy she was at first. Her curiosity
however is very healthy and as soon as I found her itchy
spots Beetle decided I was pretty much 'OK". During the
days we spent in Wisconsin I worked several times with
her and after the second day Beetle approached me looking
forward for some more attention. Echo's Lady Bug Allen
is an asset to our breeding program with her old
bloodlines, stockiness and striking color that used to be
common in the early days. This bay sabino beauty will stay
in the US for another while to arrive in Europe in the
summer of 2010.

Echo’s Lady Bug Allen, aka, Beetle
During our stay in the US we searched for gaited horses
for the European market. I rode many different horses,
even a Tennuvian! Unfortunately there was always an
important detail (injury, scar, disposition, bad training or
even not available) that made us decide going back home
empty handed. Partly disappointed, on the other hand the
proof that if we cannot succeed buying on the spot in the
US, purchasing through the Internet is even more tricky
unless you are knowledgeable about the breed and have a
good relationship with the seller.

Sandra on board “Eek”, Equinox, Joan Hendricks’s
Tennuvian

Sandra meets “Tilly” (NFF Wilson’s Chantilly Lace) at
Denise Wenz’s farm near Boyd, Wisconsin

Meeting Cloud and his band
For more than a year Oscar and I had been longing for our
trip to the Pryor Mountains in Montana/Wyoming to meet
the wild mustangs. To me the idea to meet horses still
living in the wild seemed so surreal that is was almost
impossible. For a moment it looked like it was not going to
happen when we were facing issues with our passports but
in the end our dream did come true; Oscar and I were
facing the famous Cloud and many other mustangs on top
of the Pryor Mountain.
Sandra on board Bullet’s Ellusive Angel, aka, Elly, at
our visit to Joan Hendricks’s farm near Owen, WI

I still have troubles describing what we have seen and
experienced. In short: breath taking, pure, unreal and
beautiful. This part of gorgeous untouched piece of nature
with horses running free is a miracle on its own and should
be protected as the most valuable treasure on this
planet. Words run short to describe the emotions flowing
trough your body if you see a group of horses with many
different bands traveling their daily routine.
Together with Liz Graves and her partner Dave we
made many pictures and did lots of filming. A report of
our experiences will follow once I found a way to put it in
wording. Oscar made over 1200 pictures so we need some
time to make a nice selection...

Sandra test rides Joan’s mare, “Tweak” (No Fear
Merry), a nice Heritage outcross

Some of the rugged terrain in the Pryor Mountains
Bill Scott working with his mare, Honey Boy’s Dolly
Mae, at his farm near Warrens, Wisconsin

wasn't) you certainly couldn't tell. I love that horse. The
round trip was about 18 miles. We were interviewed by
the local paper; everyone thought it was cool (and perhaps
a bit crazy).
The guy who rode with me is such a cool boss. He will be
so hard to replace when he retires next month.”

Wild Mustang!!

Rachel on Beamer, Rachel’s District Manager on
Ransom
Rachel recently returned from a ride in Manitoba with
Beamer and writes:
“I just got back from another ride. I was in Manitoba this
time and took both horses.
One mustang ventured rather close to the camera

Clean Air Commute from Rachel Hill, Fort
Frances, Ontario, Canada
“There is an inter-ministerial challenge this week for folks
to use alternative means other than their car to get to
work. I couldn’t think of a better excuse to get to ride in to
work!
It was a bit of a ‘planes, trains and automobiles’ ride with
jack hammers, air compressors, delivery trucks etc. But
the boys did great.
The guy riding Ransom is our District Manager. He retires
next month and really wanted to do this. He had a smile
on his face the whole time.”
More from Rachel: “It was a great day, getting to ride into
work like that. It was hot and muggy but that doesn't seem
to bother my fit horses. We are fortunate to have a
compound at the back of our office and the CO lock up
area where they store seized boats had nothing in it. So I
got to house them in there for the day. It was a great set
up, the horses didn't seem to mind it much. They could
hear the float planes taking off from the lake, we rode by
the trains coming into to town and lots and lots of cars,
trucks, dump trucks, cement mixers, you name it. If Beam
hadn't ever been an urban horse (which I am sure he

Beamer had a great ride. His heart rates (HR) were
excellent, the best of the horses that completed. He also
really seemed to love it. We didn't ride a fast ride (for my
friend and for my poor Ransom) but cantered in the last
couple of miles into camp (we didn't know we were that
close). We finished 25miles in 3.2 hrs. You need to be
pulsed down to 60 bpm for your clock to stop. Beamer
came in at 48, which is very good, especially after the
canter. Then at the end of the ride you do a cardio
recovery index (CRI) where the vet takes the pulse, you
trot out with the horse, then he takes the pulse again.
There is a range that the vet likes to see where the HR
goes up from the first HR taken. But Beamer's went down.
Very, very good and the only horse to do that. Everyone
there was pretty impressed this big horse could pulse down
like that. And it was the hottest day yet.
One draw back on this ride were the branches from the
jack pine trees. On Ransom I can duck low enough to miss
getting swiped. Not on Big Beam. We had a few good
hits. One branch caught my shirt and just about took me
off his back. But Beamer did an awesome job. I was very
proud of him. My next ride is not until Aug 29th (I don't
run my horses in the hot months). So the horses get a
break. But I think for that ride I will just be riding Beamer
and give Ransom some time off.”

On July 3rd, Rachel sent a message saying that she,
her boss, and the horses had been featured on TV.
Check out the link for more:
http://www.fortfrances.tv/

From Andrea Benson, Tomah, Wisconsin via
Email:

From Shellie Pacovsky, Bainville, Montana
via Email:

“Thought you might enjoy this pic of Hannah and
Annie…I think it’s adorable. I haven’t had much time to
ride in June between the weather and my back, but get out
to see her every day. She is a joy. She is SO good with
the kids, you would think she had been around kids all her
life! Hannah had gone to let her out of the stall after we
fed her. She was about to go out, then turned around,
turned to Hannah and lowered her head. They just stood
there like that for almost a minute. Then they both moved
back, and Annie went back out to pasture. They really
clicked…”

“Just thought I would share a picture of Dixie, she is my
original saddle mare and 21 years young.”

From Nya Bates, Melba, Idaho via Email:
Hannah with Bud’s Lady Ann

From Sandy Cooper, California, via Email:
“Melanie is a star! I went to a local show this afternoon.
Melanie took a first and second with Deb aboard after Deb
just pulled her out of the barn to go last night. I am not
good at using the camera in my Iphone. That is Deb and
Melanie right under the light pole. Sandy”

Tempest Wind by Go Boy’s Windwalker, out of Bo’s
Miss Muffin

NFF Melanie Wilson and Deb Rash in one of their
classes. Of the 11 classes Melanie showed in, she placed
in the top three in 9 classes. Great job, Ladies!

From Austin Turley, Laurel, Montana via
Email:
“Some pics of the gang out the kitchen sliding door. Don’t
you just wish life was so carefree for those of us who feed
these rascals.”

From Roberta “Bobbie” Brebner, Tsuniah
Walkers, Williams Lake, British Columbia,
Canada via Email:
“Mayflower & Shadow are at the trainers learning to neck
rein. I haven't seen them for over a month, but it sounds
like they are both getting better.
I am leaving it up to the trainer to do what she thinks is
best. She's a nice person and really cares about the horses.
We'll worry about gait later when I get riding this winter.
She is nice to ride and I know will get better with more
miles, not speed.”

MayFlower aroundthe barrel

MayFlower enjoys some trail time

Shadow learning to neck rein around the barrel

From Rachel Hill, Fort Frances, Ontario,
Canada via Email
“Had my nephew here this week and he wanted to learn
how to ride a horse. Foxxy was the perfect match.
It's been cold here, way below normal. Had the furnace on
yesterday! People are saying that we are owed summer
until Christmas for this. The one good thing; the cooler
weather has knocked back the bugs and the horses are
getting a break.”

Out on the trail

NFF My Echo’s Foxxy Lady and Sam Lawrence. Sam
turned 10 years old a couple days after this photo was
taken. He had Foxxy turning, halting, and back up all
on his own.

I’ve Seen the Light and Changed by Carol
Camp, Franklin, Tennessee, as presented at
the 2009 FOSH Sound Horse Conference
Carol Camp is a native of Morgan County, Alabama. Her
first registered Tennessee Walking Horse came to her in
1965 when her father purchased a six year old padded
stallion, for his then nine year old daughter. Carol
graduated from the Middle Tennessee State University
horse program with a B.S. degree in animal science. In the
early 1980’s she resumed her interest in pleasure horses
and founded, with three friends, the Pleasure Walking
Horse Association of Tennessee (PWHAT). She has
owned and operated her present stable, Canaan Farm,
located in Franklin, Tennessee since 1985. She has judged
several shows including the Mountain Horse World
Championship in Harrodsburg, KY, the NWHA National
Championship in Lexington, VA, and the NWHA National
Championships in Murfreesboro, TN in 2005 and 2008.
“I understand now that I am considered a horse developer
and not a horse trainer. I want you to come with me in a
time capsule back to the year 1965. We’re going to take a
journey over the last 44 years. So our story begins in 1965
and I’m pictured here with Mr. Sam Pascal and Mr. Harlan
Hayes.

This was the year my family entered the Walking Horse
industry. They became interested through some relatives
and friends who were involved in Tennessee Walkers. We
received a wonderful welcome in Middle Tennessee, they
were so nice to us. They even let me sit on this very, very,
very famous Tennessee Walking Horse. Can anyone
identify this horse? (Midnight Sun)

We purchased a horse, he was a padded horse and we
pulled the padded shoes off him and I began showing in
pleasure classes. This horse was absolutely wonderful; he
was the most wonderful horse a child could have. He had
everything I wanted in a horse except the pleasure classes
were being phased out and due to a lack of participation,
there was no place to show. Now at that time, there was
really no such thing as improvement for your horse’s sake,
as was being a good rider because your horse needed you
to be a good rider, that was not in our stream of
consciousness. So I knew two things, I knew showing
which I equated with good and backyard riding which I
equated with bad, or poor horsemanship which really
probably wasn’t true but remember, we’re looking at a
very young person’s view of things.

We also looked at other breeds, there were the
Saddlebreds being shown in our area, timed event horses
barrels, poles, events like that, Western Pleasure and these
horses really were not treated any better than the padded
Walkers were. You heard some abuses in the other breeds
described and when I looked at the alternatives then
padded horses appealed to me the most. So I started
showing padded horses, that was all I knew, we were
hooked on the Tennessee Walkers.
One thing that came up of interest as I prepared my
presentation, the photos of horses that are sored are in

black and white, the photos of horses who were not sored
are in color, it just worked out that way so it’s rather
interesting.

This was the other thing that really was the pivotal point.

Why do people sore horses? I think it’s what they know, I
think it’s what they’ve been exposed to, and as much as
people say “well, people sore horses to win”, I think
people really sore horses to stay in the game because as
we’ve talked about this whole weekend, if you’re playing
the game the other horses are sore too, so if you’re going
to stay in the game, that’s just what you do. At that time
the choices were limited. I certainly do not think these
people who are doing things to these horses are not sadists
or cruel people and I bought for a long time that soring
really didn’t harm the horse, I thought it was like wearing
a pair of high heels, that it hurt for a little while and after
you took it off then it didn’t hurt any more.
Everything changed with this mare, and this is the part
where I’m probably going to get a little emotional so if you
can bear with me, I’d appreciate it. This mare’s name was
Love Maker, she was a two year old filly when this picture
was made.

She had, what I believe, was probably an allergic reaction
to mustard oil. I wrapped her up in the normal manner as
we’ve all heard described; I was training her myself. The
next day when I came back to unwrap her, huge portions
of her pasterns sloughed off. If you can imagine her foot
being made out of ice cream, it was as if someone had
taken an ice cream scoop and scooped out portions of her
pasterns. I’d never seen anything like it and I’d used this
practice hundreds of times, I had worked in a big lick barn
for three years wrapping and unwrapping horses every day,
all day. I had seen this a lot but I had never seen anything
like that. So I called my veterinarian, the most extremely
notable Dr. DeWitt Owen and those of you who remember
Dr. DeWitt Owen can imagine that he gave me the most
royal ass chewing as only Dr. Owen could do. I felt
horrible, I felt absolutely awful. I wanted things to change,
I realized at that point that soring was not only hurtful; it
was harmful. I wanted to make a change but yet I had
considerable investment in what was going on.

I felt like God was punishing me for the bad things that I
had done and when it was over what I really, really missed
was my horses. Not the fact that I couldn’t show or that I
didn’t have a horse trailer because it had burned up, or I
didn’t have a saddle because they had all burned up, but I
missed them and I promised God that if he allowed me to
have another barn, that I would never have mustard oil in it
again. And so He did, and so I did.
Just prior to the fire I had gotten together with some of my
friends, we had formed the Pleasure Walking Horse
Association of Tennessee. I was looking into pleasure
horses as a way to change things, to be able to show horses
in a more normal manner. During the late 1980’s, and the
early 1990’s, Plantation horses really enjoyed a hey day,
no pun referenced to the shows we had of that name and
that’s when I met many of you. The value of the pleasure
horses during this time dramatically increased, even up to
as high as $250,000 for a horse, a top horse. As the value
of the horse increased, the trainers who would never
consider showing a pleasure horse all of a sudden decided
that pleasure horses were a good idea. So at this point, by
the mid 1990’s soring had made its way into the pleasure
division, first into the plantation division and then into the
lite shod division. My biggest fear at this point, I did not
want to go back to soring, but I was afraid that horses like
this that I was really involved with, that I was very
attached to, I was afraid they would be moved to another
barn and sored a whole lot worse than I would ever treat
them. So after a few episodes of backsliding into some
mild irritants, I just dug my heels in and I decided I wasn’t
going back.

In this picture I’m showing one of my Andalusian horses
in a trail class. I got exposed to the other breeds but I
appreciated the mentality and the disposition of the
Tennessee Walking Horse even more after working with
Andalusians, Arabians, Quarter Horses, and some other
breeds. I still love my Walkers the best.

It was along about this time that FOSH and NWHA were
born. This was a reaction of a group of people to the sored
pleasure horses. Many of you are here in this room. We got
together and we decided we that were not going to sore our
horses and by George, we would have our own shows and
we would do it the way that we thought was right.
My life changed in 1995 when I went to my first Natural
Horsemanship clinic. Other avenues and possibilities
opened for me. I had my own revolution in horsemanship.

For more information, FOSH has published a
list of names of people who have Horse
Protection Act violations. Check out:
www.fosh.info/HPA_suspension_listing_1.html
for the list of names of violators. There are
several choices to look at on the site, State by
State map of violations, violations after March
29, 2009, and violations from 8/1/07-3/29/09.
Know who you are doing business with!

This is a current picture of a horse that I ride and show and
I feel like I’ve come full circle and I feel like we can show
these horses proudly and we can advance the breed and
advance without soring. Thank you.”

This is another excerpt from the 2009 Sound
Horse Conference as presented by FOSH. Those
of you who can access the conference at
www.soundhorseconference.com may wish to do
so to listen to these presentations. People on dial
up can’t access these presentations so we are
happy to present them in a format they can get.

From Franne Brandon, Petersburg,
Tennessee
Here is a picture of Jolie from her new owner, at the Tracy
Pinson clinic.

very true blue broodmare! Not with me, but later, at her
new home. My brother got very busy with his studies, and
his high school cadet band. I had a full-time job, and was
studying Accountancy by correspondence. So my dad gave
her to the local Mayor for his kids to enjoy. And they sure
did! She ambled around with them, 2 or 3 up, bareback, no
bridle or bit. Patience personified! Anyway, she got big
and broad, over 15hh, and almost as wide. She had a few
foals, but I lost touch, and never got photos. Maybe I'll try
to contact those kids, who may just have kept some. Long
story. We shall see. Regards, Henry”

From Nancy Bergman, Whitehall, Wisconsin
“Cathy and I had a couple of good rides over the weekend.
Even old Salty--slow but steady--seemed to enjoy the
outing.”

Sterling’s Jolie Allure

From Henry Ferreira, Johannesburg, South
Africa

Nancy on board Ebony’s Royal Salty

Henry and a true blue roan mare named Misty on
November 10, 1962
Henry writes: She was a cart-horse filly named Misty,
father unknown. That was her first time on a bridle, or bit.
Also first time backed. She was busy fighting the horrible
thing in her mouth so I was able to hop on for the photo
taken by my kid brother John. I hopped off, removed the
bit, and she settled down. We never used a bit on her
again! She was trained with John up bareback, following
me around while John gave her cues with hands, knees and
heels to match what I was doing at the walk, and trot, and
gallop! They both got trained, and I got very, very, fit, and
very, very, skinny! That photo is old and the colour faded like Himself! Yes, she was a very true blue roan! Also a

Nancy’s sister, Cathy Guthrie, on board Chase a
Copper Bullet with Ozzie bringing up the rear

From Rachel Hill, Fort Frances, Ontario,
Canada
“Took these this morning. It was Andrea's first solo ride
with her. The bugs were bad (that's what the whip with the
pom pom is for) and why she has her nose sticking out.
But nothing else phased her. Andrea wants to start taking
her out on her own, so we started with this 4 mile loop.

Cathy & Copper

“We had two nice rides--one in the evening and it was
lovely and then another in the morning. Then today we
went up to Pepin and went to the Laura Ingalls Wilder
museum and out to the birthplace site--we had ice cream at
Nelson. Fun day.”

Andrea Nelson is my friend who started riding with me
when she was 14. She is now 17. Her and Foxxy just
seemed to hit if off. Andrea loves spending lots of time
grooming and braiding which Foxxy just loves. Andrea has
a hard time getting on the taller horses in those tight jeans
she wears. Foxxy has lots of patience as she takes her time
getting in the saddle.
I have learned to appreciate these qualities. She is a
wonderful pleasure horse. ”

Nancy with Copper and Salty

Andrea and NFF My Echo’s Foxxy Lady (Rascal’s
Favorite Lady x Echo’s Star Gray Wilson)

From Stephanie John, Kermit, West Virginia
via email:
“I have been having a blast with my Bullet colt Buddy. He
is such a smart horse and learns so quickly that I have so
much fun teaching him things.
He also loves my 6 year old son and always wants
attention from him. Funny thing happened this
evening but, of course, I did not have my camera handy at
the time!! Chance (my son) was playing with a bunch of
his toys out under a tree by the barn. Well one of the toys
was a blue teddy bear that he is in a habit of carrying
around with him whose name is Waffles. So,
anyway Chance was playing and Buddy decided to come
up to him for some loving and then Buddy noticed the blue
teddy bear and then he proceeded to pick up the bear in his
mouth and play with it. Chance and I both laughed so
hard. So funny! I guess Buddy has a thing for blue teddy
bears because there were all kinds of toys on the ground
and he decided he had to "hold" the bear! :)

Buddy

Anyway, I thought I would send you a couple more photos
of him. In the photo with my son and Buddy, the two of
them are waiting for my husband to get out Chance's new
ATV out of the tack room. It looks like Buddy wants to go
for a ride too! He is such a neat colt and really loves
people!”

Buddy & Chance checking out the new ATV

NEWS & CONGRATULATIONS
Stork Report
Heritage Horses Sold
Slim’s Red Rider, Colt, sold to Kenny Stinnett, Lewisburg,
Tennessee
Smokey’s John Major, Colt, sold to Quincy Stacy,
Alabama
Echo’s Lady Bug, Mare, sold to Sandra van den Hof,
Hechtel Belgium

Heritage Outcrosses Sold
Carbonado’s Wilson Red Ice, Filly born on 6/21/09,
sired by NFF Wilson’s Iceman, out of Rascal’s Favorite
Lady
Austin writes: “When I was out in the barn this afternoon
and Moon and Lady had some complaints. Moon
appeared annoyed that whenever his foals were not lit up,
everyone blamed him, and Lady was quite adamant that
she is not "CHROME" resistant. They both strongly feel
that Iceman just does not throw color.
In Ice's defense, he had no comment.
Take it for what you want, just news from the barn.
Signed: The Horse Interpreter ”

Billy’s Ringo, Colt, sold to Quincy Stacy, Alabama
Society’s Royal King, Colt, sold to Quincy Stacy,
Alabama

Our Readers Write
“WOW, awesome newsletter!!! Not only does it have a
great article on my horse’s ancestry, but it also has an
article on how he was trained. By the way, when I get to
Idaho we are going to make a Level 4 video with Echo... I
am possibly going to try for my 1 star... I know my Echo
has it in him to do it all... he's rested up and ready to roll....
he looks great. P.S. I forwarded this to Parelli Corporate
and to a bunch of instructors” Peg McCreery, Yardley,
Pennsylvania
and this came later from Peg: “Did you hear from the
Parelli Corporate people, I think they were interested in
publishing part of your newsletter??”
“I saved the June Heritage Highlights to read tonight in
peace and quiet. I was so interested in reading Franne's
article that I didn't even see Spike at first. It is perfect that
you put him in the June issue because his birthday is June
26th.
You do a great job of putting together the Heritage
Highlights. It is always informative and enjoyable.
Thanks for all your hard work.” Janet Metz, Valeria,
Florida (Spike’s Mom)
“Echoes of a Lost Society is fascinating reading.
Please allow me to echo your comment on Shelby's ride:
You go, Girl! Indeed. Never mind the color of the ribbon.
That smile has to be worth a whole stack of blue ribbons.
And - 'Diesel' looks just like I thought he might!
The Canadian endurance ride story highlighted various
aspects of competitive riding. Endurance riding is very
popular over here, and Arabians and Arabian crosses are
invariably the mounts of choice. I'm not too surprised by
the blocking tactics of the 'lady' on the Arabian, or by the
arrogance of the 'gentleman' on the Thoroughbred.
Many moons ago, when the UNTAG forces were
monitoring the transition processes in SWA/Namibia, I
was able to visit all of the foreign contingents' camps in the
far north of the country. The Canadian soldiers were the
least friendly, and the most arrogant. Fact.
The soldiers from the Socialist countries were the most
friendly and humble, by far. Fact.” Henry Ferreira,
Johannesburg, South Africa

“I had always heard bits and pieces of Pam’s story but
never in a speech type of format. The story is riveting.
My favorite line was “Unbeknownst to them, to save her
body, I honestly believe they put her soul in jeopardy.” It
is hard to imagine that you can justify abuse with skewed
logic but somehow that teenage girl did. Now there’s a
real study in human behavior. Pam has successfully
revamped her thought processes. I had always thought that
some behaviors were irreversible. Like child predators or
the chain of spousal abuse that runs in families. I place the
sorers in those categories. But Pam makes me think that
perhaps change is possible.
As horrific and depressing as her story is, there is hope
also. Hope for others’ change and that’s the message to
take from Pam’s story.” Kris Quaintance, Red Rock Farm,
Garretson, South Dakota
“I am glad the pictures aren't too big. Yes, he does have a
lot of personality but what surprises me is how gentle he is
all the time. I don't think I would trust any other 17 month
colt with my 6 year old. At first I was a little concerned
about Chance handling him as much as he does (he is
always wanting to help lead him around and to help put
him in the stall to eat etc. but, Buddy is definitely unique! I
still say I am convinced that there is something special
about the Heritage bloodlines that give a horse a great
mind along with a beautiful physique! I am a believer for
sure after buying Buddy.) I plan on buying more Heritage
or Heritage crosses in the future.
I also wanted to say that I really enjoy the newsletter and
look forward to reading it every month. Thanks for
sending it to me.” Stephanie John, Kermit, West Virginia
Leon Oliver called to say he enjoyed the June Highlights
and said that Joan Hendricks writes a good story. He
commented that parking in front of the bar and grill was
his kind of riding! He is trying to get an update on a ride
from New Mexico to Canada. He said a number of riders
started on the ride and they had made it to Colorado but
some had dropped out. Of the original riders, one of them
is riding a horse by his Buds Sterling Bullet stallion! He’s
hoping they make it the entire ride. If anyone has
information on this ride, please let us know.

“Glad you get lots of submissions for the newsletter. I am
“This is very interesting. If you Email Dawna, tell her I
said so. I am not a Parelli fanatic, was not overly
impressed by his seminar I went to at Calsonic, and
was appalled by a nice gaited TWH being ridden in a
Parelli halter on YouTube with the walker's nose at his
knees like a deadhead Western Pleasure Quarter Horse.
But Parelli points that Dawna lists make good reading, and
I like the historical summary of how he has changed.”
Franne Brandon, Petersburg, Tennessee

eager to hear about the other Canucks. You do a great job
on the letter, love reading it.” Rachel Hill, Fort Frances,
Ontario, Canada

Readers seem to be enjoying the stories of every
day people and their horses so we thought we’d
share a couple of publications dedicated to
Tennessee Walking Horses that are not show
oriented:
Walking Horse Journal, published bi-monthly by
Four Craftsmen Publishing of Lakeside, Arizona.
Website: www.fourcraftsmen.com/whj
This magazine features stories on flat shod horses
who are used for trail riding, endurance, and other
disciplines and there are some good training
articles as well.
Canadian Walking Horse News, is published bimonthly by Marjorie Lacy of Alberta, Canada. The
magazine is dedicated to the plain shod horse in
Canada and features articles by the Heritage
Society’s Franne Brandon on the history of the
Walking Horse breed.
Website: www.walkinghorsenews.ca

Both of these are very good publications for
people who are interested in the versatile using
horse!!

CONTACT US:

Advertising in Highlights:
If anyone would like to place a classified ad in
Highlights, our set up fee is $10 for photos
and text.
Also, if you purchase a Heritage Horse from
someone who already has a certificate for the
horse and you would like the certificate in
your name, we can print a new certificate and
mail it for a $5.00 fee to cover the certificate,
mailer and postage.

For a listing of horses for sale, visit us
on our websites:
www.walkinghorse.com/twhheritagesociety
and
www.twhheritagesociety.com
The Heritage Highlights will now be
available on our website so you can
download them any time!!

Franne & Harry Brandon, Petersburg, TN
(931) 276-2232
Sandra van den Hof, Hechtel, Belgium
+32 (0) 11 666 158
Leon & Mary Lou Oliver, Cornersville, TN
(931) 293-4156
Danny & Sherry Taylor, Winchester, TN
(931) 967-9553
Billy & Mary Taylor, Winchester, TN
(931) 967-9621
Diane Sczepanski, Whitehall, WI
(715) 538-2494

The Heritage Society does not endorse any
trainer, style of natural training, or tack and
horse equipment, to the exclusion of others, as
each horse is an individual and not all will
respond positively to a particular trainer or
training style. Articles published by the
Society, which include such endorsements,
reflect the view of the author, but not
necessarily that of the Society.
T US:

